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Abstract 

Efficient heating of dense matter to extreme temperatures and pressures could create solid density environments in 

which heavy atoms such as gold are stripped of most of their electrons. Such ultra high energy density environments 

exist in the center of starts but are difficult to create in the laboratory. Using one of the world’s most intense lasers, 

ALEPH (Advance Laser for Extreme Photonics) developed at CSU, we have demonstrated that high contrast femtosec-

ond laser pulses of relativistic intensity can volumetrically heat solid density matter into a new ultra-hot plasma regime. 

Electron densities more than 100 times greater than the critical density with temperatures of several hundred million 

degrees are achieved heating aligned nanostructures [1] with ultrashort laser pulses of < 10 Joule energy. Extraordinar-

ily high degrees of ionization (e.g. 72 times ionized Au+72) are observed with gigabar pressures. Return currents induced 

through the nanowires by the laser pulse creates quasi-static Giga-Gauss magnetic fields [2]. The large electron density 

combined with the large plasma volume results in record 20 percent conversion efficiency into picosecond x-ray pulses 

[3]. In a different set of experiments the acceleration of deuterons from CD2 nanowire arrays to multi-MeV energies re-

sulted in quasi-monochromatic fusion neutron production 500 times larger than that obtained irradiating flat solid tar-

gets of the same material [4]. 3-D particle-in-cell simulations that aid the understanding of the physics of relativistic la-

ser pulse interactions with nanostructures will be discussed.  
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